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Some of the facilities provided to the programmer are: the ability
to choose the evaluation strategy (either eager or lazy), and the
ability to control the progress of the evaluation of expressions. An
expression can be evaluated in three ways: completely,
one
rewriting
step (step breakpoint),
or until the application
of a
particular function (a functional breakpoint).

Abstract
The increasing

interest

in functional

programming

for computer

science education demands adequate programming
environments.
Our work is based on an integrated programming
environment
where the evaluation of functional
expressions can be seen as a
term rewriting process. Our goal is to facilitate the understanding
of this process. We propose an innovative
way to display the
evaluation
of functional
expressions
that combines text and
graphics. Lists and trees constructors are displayed graphically,
while the remaining expressions are shown as text. An adequate
format for graphics and pretty-printing
of text gives a very clear
presentation of the evaluation of expressions.

An
important
problem
is the overwhelming
amount
of
information
that can result during the evaluation process. In this
paper, we briefly describe these problems and several solutions,
but we concentrate on the most innovative technique. It consists
of the presentation of expressions yielded during an evaluation, in
a mixed fortnat, both textual and graphical,
that provides an
intuitive feeling of which parts of the expression are functional
values and which are not, as well as how the evaluation
progresses.

1 Introduction
There is an increasing interest in functional
programming
for
computer science education, mainly for programming
education
(e.g. see [4]), but also for other subject areas [1]. One of the
problems
functional
programming
faces for a wider use in
computer science education is the lack of adequate programming
environments. They should be state-of-the-art ones, i.e. integrated
environments
with user-friendly
interfaces.
In addition,
these
environments
should not mirror directly
tools for imperative
programming,
but should adapt them to the characteristics
of
functional programming,
or even to provide new tools.

2 Managing

intermediate

expressions

The control
of intermediate
expressions
exhibits
several
problems, each deserving a separate solution. We only point out
some of these problems and outline the solutions proposed for our
environment
●

Too many intermediate

expressions.

The programmer must be able to
so that just some expressions are
three facilities,
as mentioned
incorporation
of others existing in

We have developed
an environment
[10] for the functional
language
Hope+ [5], that fulfils
the previous
features. In
particular,
it provides
the programmer
with a view of the
evaluation of functional
expressions as a term rewriting process
according to an operational semantics for the language. The user
can observe
intermediate
expressions
obtained
during
the
evaluation process.

●
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of large expressions.

Only those parts relevant for our purposes should be shown.
There are some mechanisms for hiding certain subexpressions,
e.g. syntax-directed editors [7] use elision ‘...’ to represent hidden
parts.
●

Discriminating

among subexpressions.

This is important
for several purposes, such as readability
or
knowing the next subexpression to be evaluated. Simple solutions
are pretty-printing
or highlighting
subexpressions.
●
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Presentation

control the evaluation process,
shown. The environment
offers
above, and we foresee the
debuggers.

Presentation

of structured

values.

mirror(

It is a particular case of the last problem, since the structure of
data involved in the computation is not clear, e.g. it is hard to read
an expression denoting a tree. We propose an innovative solution
which displays subexpressions in a mixed fomat, graphical and
textual. The former is used for showing structured values; the
latter is used for the remaining kinds of subexpressions.

3 Visualization
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The usual list notation using brackets is also readable (e.g. see the
list [1, 2, 3]), but it may also become obscure within large
expressions. Consequently,
we have also adopted a graphical
visualizations
of lists. Figure 2 shows four snapshots of the
preorder traversal of a tree, storing it in a list.
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The representation of structured values by means of expressions is
a powerful feature of functional
programming,
not available in
standard imperative
languages. However, such expressions are
often hard to read: the programmer must ‘parse’ the expression
and build, either mentally or on paper, a picture of the denoted
structure. This problem is illustrated
by means of an example.
Consider a function that mirrors a tree:
data
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It associates a substantially
different
presentation
for
constructors
(graphics) and for other expressions (text). This
helps to distinguish
intuitively
between
values and general
expressions, mainly between values and functions.
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●
Box nesting is clearer than text nesting. It helps to identify
clearly the syntactical structure of expressions when values and
other classes of expressions are mixed.
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●
The evaluation progress is clearly shown, e.g. the movement
of function applications towards the leaves in trees or inward in
lists is easily seen, reinforcing the intuition behind algorithms.
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problem
is not exhibited
by other classes of
The previous
expressions, at least so crudely. For instance, function application
is better understood by the text denoting it, e.g. summation
(1, 10, sqr ) for representing
the summation of the square of
numbers between 1 and 10, inclusive.
Consequently,
we have
adopted a mixed format, textual and graphical.
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The incorporation
of this style of presentation in the environment
will be available both to display expressions and to input the
expressions for evaluation
with a graphical
editor. We have
prototype
this mixed presentation
style in the environment,
restricting
it to lists and trees, with a prefixed format. In our
prototype, the previous evaluation is shown as in figure 1. Notice
that bounding
boxes are displayed to indicate a change from
function to values and vice versa.
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4 Related

work

There are a number of systems, similar in several ways, to the one
described in the paper. Algorithm
animation
systems [6, 8]
provide powerful facilities to make visualizations
but they require
a substantial programming
effort in contrast to our automatic
displays.
Other
related
works
are those about debugging
functional
programs
[3], but they do not include
graphical
presentations.
Two exceptions are the works [2] and [9]. The
former visualizes lazy functional
programs, providing
valuable
help in tracing
the often unpredictable
behaviour
of lazy
evaluation.
However, they show a low level representation
of
expressions,
This
model
is useful
for
syntactic
graphs.
professionals, not for students. The second work is based on the
visualization
of expressions, as is our environment,
providing
some graphical aids for control, but not for data.
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